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La composition de l’Univers dans le modèle ΛCDM
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La toile cosmique : simulations et observations
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emergence of the cosmic web, the result of gravitational clustering, is apparent, with its now familiar
pattern of filaments over a range of scales surrounding voids. The right panel shows the evolution of
the power spectrum at the same snapshots (solid lines). The hierarchical onset of non-linear structure,
from small to large scales is clearly apparent by reference to the linear power spectrum (grey lines).

The first CDM cosmological N�body simulations in the 1980s [14,78] already contained all
the relevant physical processes of gravitational clustering for collisionless dark matter, but were
computationally limited; they could follow the evolution of only O(104) particles. In the decades since
then, the tremendous improvement in computational capabilities has been such that cosmological
(L & 100 Mpc/h) simulations with O(109) particles are routinely performed19, and the most expensive
simulations to date have reached the one trillion particle milestone [80].

Figure 4. The galaxy distribution in various redshift surveys and in mock catalogues constructed from
the Millennium simulation [4]. The small slice at the top shows the CfA2 “Great Wall” [81], with the
Coma cluster at the centre. Just above is a section of the Sloan Sigital Sky Survey in which the “Sloan
Great Wall” [82] is visible. The wedge on the left shows one-half of the 2-degree-field galaxy redshift
survey [83]. At the bottom and on the right, mock galaxy surveys constructed using a semi-analytic
model applied to the simulation [84] are shown, selected to have geometry and magnitude limits
matching the corresponding real surveys. Adapted from [85].

To compare the simulations to astronomical data it is necessary to make a correspondence between
dark matter haloes and the galaxies that would form within them. In the earliest simulations, galaxies
were identified with high peaks of the suitably filtered density field, an assumption known as “biased
galaxy formation” [14,86]. Physically based models of galaxy formation that could be grafted onto
N-body simulations were developed in the early 1990s [87]. These are known as “semi-analytic models”
because they encapsulate the relevant physical models in a set of coupled differential equations that
are solved numerically. These equations assume spherical symmetry and describe the cooling of gas,

19 For a review on the state of cosmological simulations circa 2012 see [79].
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Galaxies : simulations et observations

  MV+ 2014 (Nature)

HST simulation

Mock HUDF

Vogelsberger	et	al.	(2014)

Hubble	Space	Telescope Illustris	simulation	
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
la non-détection des WIMPS 

lien video : https://home.cern/resources/video/cern/cern-overview-animation
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
la corrélation entre masse baryonique et cinématique

Masse baryonique (étoiles et gaz)

Vitesse (liée à la masse totale)

Relation	de	Tully-Fisher	baryonique	:	tout	se	passe	comme	si	la	quantité	de	baryons	était	Yixée	par	la	quantité	de	
matière	noire	du	halo,	 alors	même	que	 le	halo	 s’étend	bien	au-delà	de	 la	 galaxie	et	que	 les	processus	d’évolution	
comprennent	des	fusions	violentes	et	aléatoires	qui	devraient	apporter	une	certaine	variabilité…		

Famaey	&	McGaugh	(2012)

Mb ∝ V4Mb ∝ V4
f
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
la diversité de la forme des halos de matière noire 

Oh+2011:	observations

Governato+2012:	simulations

cuspides (NFW)
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Densité de la matière noire

Rayon
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
la diversité de la forme des halos de matière noire 

ρ

Les	mouvements	de	gaz	dus	au	feedback	peuvent	aboutir	à	la	formation	d’un	coeur	:	

Pontzen	&	Governato	(2012),	El-Zant,	Freundlich	&	Combes	(2016),	Freundlich	et	al.	(2020)

	-	soit	par	l’effet	cumulatif	des	petites	Yluctuations	du	milieu	interstellaire	

	-	soit	par	l’ejection	brutale	d’une	grande	quantité	de	gaz

lien video : https://www.illustris-project.org/movies/illustris_movie_rot_sub_frame.mp4

lien video : https://hera.ph1.uni-koeln.de/~silcc/
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
la diversité de la forme des halos de matière noire 
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Bose	et	al.	(2019)

Mais	non	seulement	les	simulations	ne	s’accordent	pas	sur	l’intensité	du	feedback	et	leur	effet	sur	
la	répartition	de	la	matière	noire,	mais	on	observe	une	grande	diversité	de	courbes	de	rotation	à	
masse	totale	donnée

Pente au centre du halo de matière noire

α cuspides
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
les plans de satellites 
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Fig. 1. The three most prominent known planes of satellite galaxies in approximately edge-on
orientations. Panel 1: the VPOS of the MW as seen from a position in which both the Galaxy
(black line) and the satellite plane are seen edge-on. Panel 2: the GPoA around M31 (black ellipse)
as seen from the Sun. Panel 3: the satellite structure around CentaurusA (grey circle) as seen from
the Sun. The orientations and widths of the best-fit satellite planes in these views are indicated
with dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Satellite galaxies with measured velocities are color-
coded according to whether they are approaching (blue, downward triangles) or receding (red,
upward triangles) relative to their host in these views, indicating coherent kinematics consistent
with satellites co-orbiting in the planes. Satellites for which no proper motions (MW) or line-of-
sight velocities (CenA) are known are plotted as crosses, M31 satellites that are not part of the
GPoA are plotted as open triangles whose orientation indicates the line-of-sight velocity direction.
The grey areas denote regions with substantial observational limitations: the region ±12� from the
MW disk plane that is considered obscured by Galactic foreground5 (panel 1), the region outside
of the PAndAS survey around M316 (panel 2), and the region outside of the DEC survey around
CentaurusA7 (panel 3).
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Voie	Lactée Andromède Centaurus	A

Pawlowski	(2018)
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The Planes of Satellite Galaxies Problem 15

filaments contribute to the accretion, or if their orientation changes over time.45

Pawlowski (2018)

Filamentary Accretion Group Infall Tidal Dwarf Galaxies

Fig. 3. Illustrations of the three major scenarios that were suggested to explain the correlation
of satellite galaxies in rotating planes around a central galaxy (yellow, edge-on disk). Left: the
preferential accretion of dwarf galaxies along a small number of cosmic filaments onto the halo of
a central host galaxy (Sect. 4.1); Middle: the accretion of dwarf galaxies in a group (Sect. 4.2);
Right: the formation of second-generation Tidal Dwarf Galaxies out of material in the tidal tails
of interacting galaxies (Sect. 4.4). Three subsequent positions for each of the three sketched dwarf
galaxies are shown, connected by dotted lines. The dwarf galaxies in the first two scenarios are
embedded in dark-matter (sub-)halos, whereas TDGs are expected to be dark matter free.

4.2. Infall of satellite galaxies in groups

Another suggested origin of the coherence of satellite galaxy positions and the sim-
ilarity of their orbital directions is the accretion as members of a common group
(middle panel in Fig. 3). If satellites are confined to a group, then upon accretion
of this group onto a host galaxy they would share similar orbital orientation, en-
ergy, and specific angular momentum.13 After the initial accretion, tidal forces by
the host will disrupt the initially bound group of satellites, which will then disperse
along their common orbital plane. To result in the formation of a su�ciently narrow
satellite plane (heights of 15 to 30 kpc), the infalling groups would have to be com-
pact. This allows to test the validity of the group infall hypotesis by determining
whether observed dwarf galaxy associations are su�ciently compact. This is not
the case. Dwarf galaxy associations in the local Universe are much more spatially
extended (150 to 210 kpc) than the observed planes of satellite galaxies and thus do
not support the group infall hypothesis.62

Nevertheless, motivated by the tight alingment of the LMC and the Magellanic
Stream with the VPOS in position and orbital orientation, it has been suggested that
this plane of satellites was build by the infall of a group of dwarf galaxies dominated
by the LMC.63 The idea that the LMC has brought along a number of satellite
galaxies of its own has been further fueled by discoveries of dwarf satellite galaxies in
its vicinity. While it is well possible, if not even expected, that massive satellites like

Filaments	issus	de	la	toile	cosmique	?	Accrétion	groupée	?	Naines	de	marée	?
Les	simulations	ΛCDM	indiquent	un	très	faible	nombre	de	tels	plans…	
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
les différentes valeurs de la constante de Hubble 

Fond diffus cosmologique Univers local
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La matière noire tiède (WDM)

Satellite galaxies in WDM 2321

Figure 3. Images of the CDM (left) and WDM (right) level 2 haloes at z = 0. Intensity indicates the line-of-sight projected square of the density and hue the
projected density-weighted velocity dispersion, ranging from blue (low velocity dispersion) to yellow (high velocity dispersion). Each box is 1.5 Mpc on a
side. Note the sharp caustics visible at large radii in the WDM image, several of which are also present, although less well defined, in the CDM case.

the mass they have at the time when they first infall into the main
halo (which is very close to the maximum mass they ever attain).
At this epoch it is relatively easy to match the largest substructures
in these three simulations as the corresponding objects have very
similar positions, velocities and masses.

The number of subhaloes that can be matched between the two
WDM simulations is much smaller than that between the corre-
sponding CDM simulations, and is also a much smaller fraction of
the total number of subhaloes identified by SUBFIND. The majority
of substructures identified in the WDM simulations form through
fragmentation of the sharply delineated filaments characteristic of
WDM simulations and do not have counterparts in the simulations
of different resolution. The same phenomenon is seen in hot dark
matter simulations and is numerical in origin, occurring along the
filaments on a scale matching the interparticle separation (Wang &
White 2007). This artificial fragmentation is apparent in Fig. 3.

We will present a detailed description of subhalo matching in
a subsequent paper but, in essence, we have found that matching
subhaloes works best when comparing the Lagrangian regions of
the initial conditions from which the subhaloes form, rather than
the subhaloes themselves. We use a sample of the particles present
in a subhalo at the epoch when it had half of the mass at infall to de-
fine the Lagrangian region from which it formed. We have devised
a quantitative measure of how well the Lagrangian regions of the
substructures overlap between the simulations of different resolu-
tion, and select as genuine only those subhaloes with strong matches
between all three resolutions. We find that these criteria identify a
sample of 15 relatively massive subhaloes with mass at infall greater
than 2 ! 109 M", together with a few more subhaloes with infall
mass below 109 M". This sample of 15 subhaloes includes all of
the subhaloes with infall masses greater 109 M".

We have also found that the shapes of the Lagrangian regions
of spurious haloes in our WDM simulations are typically very as-
pherical. We have therefore devised a second measure based on

sphericity as an independent way to reject spurious haloes. All 15
of the massive subhaloes identified by the first criterion pass our
shape test, but all but one subhalo with an infall mass below 109 M"
are excluded. For the purposes of this paper we need only the 12
most massive subhaloes at infall to make comparisons with the
Milky Way satellites.

For both our WDM and CDM catalogues, we select a sample
made up of the 12 most massive subhaloes at infall found today
within 300 kpc of the main halo centre. In the Aq-AW2 simulation,
these subhaloes are resolved with between about 2 and 0.23 million
particles at their maximum mass. We use the particle nearest the
centre of the gravitational potential to define the centre of each
subhalo and hence determine the values of Vmax and rmax defined in
Section 1.

3 R ESULTS

In this section, we study the central masses of the substructures
found within 300 kpc of the centres of the CDM and WDM Milky
Way like haloes. These results are compared with the masses within
the half-light radii, inferred by Walker et al. (2009, 2010) and Wolf
et al. (2010) from kinematic measurements, for the nine bright (LV >

105 L") Milky Way dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
Following the study by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011), in Fig. 4

we plot the correlation between Vmax and rmax for the subhaloes
in Aq-AW2 and Aq-A2 that lie within 300 kpc of the centre of
the main halo. Only those WDM subhaloes selected using our
matching scheme are included, whereas all Aq-A2 subhaloes are
shown. The CDM subhaloes are a subset of those shown in fig. 2 of
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011), and show Vmax values that are typi-
cally #50 per cent larger than those of WDM haloes with a similar
rmax. By assuming that the mass density in the subhaloes containing
the observed dwarf spheroidals follows an NFW profile (Navarro,
Frenk & White 1996b, 1997), Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011) found

C$ 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 420, 2318–2324
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Matière	noire	froide Matière	noire	tiède	(~2keV)

Lovell	et	al.	(2012)WDM	:	Warm	Dark	Matter

~keV



La matière noire tiède (WDM)
Focusing on Warm Dark Matter with Lensed High-redshift Galaxies 3

in suppressing small-scale structures. Benson et al. (2013) showed
that the results of Barkana et al. (2001) can be well fitted by the
following functional form:

�c,WDM(M, z) = �c,CDM(t)
n
h(x)

0.04
exp(2.3x)

+ (6)

+ [1� h(x)] exp
h 0.31687
exp(0.809x)

io
. (7)

Here x = log(M/MJ) and MJ is an effective WDM Jeans mass,
i.e., the mass scale below which collapse is significantly delayed
by the pressure:
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where zeq is the redshift of radiation-matter equality, gx is the ef-
fective number of degrees of freedom of WDM, and

h(x) =

⇢
1 + exp


x+ 2.4
0.1

���1

. (10)

Benson et al. (2013) also note that �c,WDM(M, z) should be mul-
tiplied by an additional factor of 1.197, in order to compensate
for the non-standard normalization of the window function above.
This normalization is motivated by requiring WDM and CDM mass
functions to converge at high masses. In order to compute the
WDM mass function, one can record the first crossing probability,
f(�2), averaging over many random walks (Barkana et al. 2001;
Mesinger et al. 2005). Instead we use the faster recursive proce-
dure described in Appendix A of Benson et al. (2013), to which we
refer the reader for further details.

2.3 CDM mass functions

We adopt a standard analytic formula, which is known to accurately
fit N -body results (Sheth & Tormen 1999; Jenkins et al. 2001), to
compute CDM mass functions:

fST = A

r
2a1

⇡
⇥


1 +

✓
�2

a1�2c

◆p�
⇥ �c

�
exp

✓
�a1�

2
c

2�2

◆
(11)

where fST is the fraction of mass contained in halos with masses
greater than M , and A = 0.322, a1 = 0.707, p = 0.3, �c = 1.686.
The mass fractions, fST , can be related to the halo number density
nST(M, z) through

fST =
M
⇢m

dnST(M, z)
d ln��1

(12)

where ⇢m is the total mass density of the background Universe.

3 RESULTS

The resulting CDM and WDM halo mass functions at z = 10 are
shown in Figure 1, for four different values of the WDM particle
mass: mx = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 keV. Solid lines include both of the
effects mentioned above (free-streaming and effective pressure),
while dashed lines only include the free-streaming. The latter can
be considered as strict, highly-conservative, particle-type indepen-
dent estimates of the impact of WDM on high-z mass functions3.

3 The effects of free-streaming (§2.1) are straightforward to compute an-
alytically and to include in N -body simulations as a modification of the

Figure 1. Halo mass functions in CDM (thick solid line) and WDM (solid
lines) at z = 10. The dot-dashed lines correspond to WDM models where
only the free-streaming effect has been accounted for (i.e. the effective
pressure from the residual velocity dispersion of the WDM particles is ne-
glected).

The thick solid line is the standard CDM halo mass function. The
exponential suppression of low-mass halos in WDM models is ev-
ident in the figure, with the abundance of ⇠ 108M� halos dramat-
ically reduced for mx ⇠< 2 keV. The effective pressure from WDM
velocity dispersion makes this mass function truncation much more
dramatic (c.f. Barkana et al. 2001; Mesinger et al. 2005). Halos
with M ⇡ 108M� correspond to the lowest masses in which cool-
ing by atomic hydrogen is efficient, suggesting that abundances of
z ⇠ 10 star-forming galaxies are sensitive to mx ⇠< 2–3 keV (e.g.,
de Souza et al. 2013).

By integrating the WDM mass functions in Figure 1 above a
low-mass limit, Mmin, one obtains the total number density of ha-
los at z = 10 with mass M > Mmin, shown in Figure 2. This
figure is the main result of this work. As an example of its use,
let us consider halo abundances in WDM models with mx < 3
keV. We note from the figure that halos, of any mass, cannot be
more abundant than ⇡ 0.8 Mpc�3 if mx ⇠< 3 keV. This “forbid-
den region” is highlighted in blue, and is completely independent of

the physics of the baryons. In principle, stronger constraints could
be obtained, at the expense of astrophysical modeling uncertain-
ties, if such modeling requires host halos of detected galaxies to
be higher than Mmin ⇠> 109�10M�. For example, considering that

initial power spectrum (e.g. Bode et al. 2001). Analytic WDM halo mass
functions are in agreement with N -body codes, when compared just in-
cluding free-streaming and accounting for artificial fragmentation of N -
body filaments (Wang & White 2007). Furthermore, the resulting modifica-
tion of the power spectrum can be computed for any given WDM particle,
and so results for our fiducial thermal relic mass, mx, can be translated to
masses of other WDM particles (e.g. sterile neutrinos), by equating their
corresponding streaming lengths. On the other hand, the effects of WDM
velocity dispersion (§2.2) are more uncertain, as they require accounting
for intra-particle dispersion in N -body simulations. Thus our prescription
for including the effects of residual velocities on structure formation is not
as well tested as the effects of free-streaming. Furthermore, our method is
motivated by the results of Barkana et al. (2001), who made the analogy
of WDM velocity dispersion to gas temperature in their simulations. This
analogy is only well defined in the case of a thermal relic WDM particle.
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Figure 1. Density map of the large-scale (low-resolution) simulations (L = 40 Mpc) at redshift 0. From left to right: CDM, and two WDM with a cut in
the power spectrum for a mass (m! ) of 0.2 and 0.05 keV, respectively. The last two simulations have not been used in this paper and are presented only for
illustration purposes, see Section 2.1 for more information.

Figure 2. The spherically averaged density profiles for CDM, WDM1–5
haloes.

the dark matter candidate. Cold candidates show the usual cuspy
behaviour (e.g. Dubinski & Carlberg 1991), while warmer candi-
dates present a lower central density that becomes a clear core for
m!,vel = 0.05 keV, with a size of several kpc.

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the density profile in the
WDM5 simulation. The profile is already cored at a high redshift
of z = 1.6, and the size of the core does not evolve substantially
until z = 0. The profile only changes at large radii (r > 50 kpc) as
a consequence of the assembly of the external part of the halo. This
smooth mass accretion is also a consequence of the quiet merging
history of the halo that does not undergo any merger with a mass
ratio larger than 10 after z = 2. The assembly of the external part of
the halo is consistent with a typical CDM halo in the outer regions.

As already mentioned, the theoretical explanation for the for-
mation of a core is related to the presence of a maximum in the
phase-space density distribution. This maximum is clearly visible
in Fig. 4, where we plot the pseudo-phase-space density Q ! "/# 3

Figure 3. Time evolution of the density profiles for the WDM5 halo.

for three different models, namely CDM, WDM3 and WDM5. For
this latter model, the Q shows a large core that extends about 10 kpc.
The WDM3 model also shows a strong flattening of the Q profile,
consistent with a core distribution. On the other hand, the CDM
pseudo-phase-space distribution is well fitted by a single power-
law profile on the whole range, in agreement with previous results
(Taylor & Navarro 2001; Schmidt, Hansen & Macciò 2008).

Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the pseudo-PSD for our
warmest candidate (i.e. thermal velocities for a 0.05-keV mass par-
ticle). The solid (blue) line shows the Q radial profile in the initial
conditions (z = 99). This value has been calculated using only high-
resolution particles that end up within 1.5 times the virial radius of
the halo at z = 0. The other (red) lines represent the pseudo-PSD
profile at different redshifts (from 1.6 to 0) and have been computed
using all particles within the virial radius of the halo. All quantities
in the plot are in physical units. The phase-space distribution shows
very weak evolution with almost no evolution at all from z = 99
to 1.6. In the same plot, we also show the theoretical maximum
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Figure 1. Density map of the large-scale (low-resolution) simulations (L = 40 Mpc) at redshift 0. From left to right: CDM, and two WDM with a cut in
the power spectrum for a mass (m! ) of 0.2 and 0.05 keV, respectively. The last two simulations have not been used in this paper and are presented only for
illustration purposes, see Section 2.1 for more information.
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the dark matter candidate. Cold candidates show the usual cuspy
behaviour (e.g. Dubinski & Carlberg 1991), while warmer candi-
dates present a lower central density that becomes a clear core for
m!,vel = 0.05 keV, with a size of several kpc.

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the density profile in the
WDM5 simulation. The profile is already cored at a high redshift
of z = 1.6, and the size of the core does not evolve substantially
until z = 0. The profile only changes at large radii (r > 50 kpc) as
a consequence of the assembly of the external part of the halo. This
smooth mass accretion is also a consequence of the quiet merging
history of the halo that does not undergo any merger with a mass
ratio larger than 10 after z = 2. The assembly of the external part of
the halo is consistent with a typical CDM halo in the outer regions.

As already mentioned, the theoretical explanation for the for-
mation of a core is related to the presence of a maximum in the
phase-space density distribution. This maximum is clearly visible
in Fig. 4, where we plot the pseudo-phase-space density Q ! "/# 3

Figure 3. Time evolution of the density profiles for the WDM5 halo.

for three different models, namely CDM, WDM3 and WDM5. For
this latter model, the Q shows a large core that extends about 10 kpc.
The WDM3 model also shows a strong flattening of the Q profile,
consistent with a core distribution. On the other hand, the CDM
pseudo-phase-space distribution is well fitted by a single power-
law profile on the whole range, in agreement with previous results
(Taylor & Navarro 2001; Schmidt, Hansen & Macciò 2008).

Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the pseudo-PSD for our
warmest candidate (i.e. thermal velocities for a 0.05-keV mass par-
ticle). The solid (blue) line shows the Q radial profile in the initial
conditions (z = 99). This value has been calculated using only high-
resolution particles that end up within 1.5 times the virial radius of
the halo at z = 0. The other (red) lines represent the pseudo-PSD
profile at different redshifts (from 1.6 to 0) and have been computed
using all particles within the virial radius of the halo. All quantities
in the plot are in physical units. The phase-space distribution shows
very weak evolution with almost no evolution at all from z = 99
to 1.6. In the same plot, we also show the theoretical maximum
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Figure 1. Density map of the large-scale (low-resolution) simulations (L = 40 Mpc) at redshift 0. From left to right: CDM, and two WDM with a cut in
the power spectrum for a mass (m! ) of 0.2 and 0.05 keV, respectively. The last two simulations have not been used in this paper and are presented only for
illustration purposes, see Section 2.1 for more information.

Figure 2. The spherically averaged density profiles for CDM, WDM1–5
haloes.

the dark matter candidate. Cold candidates show the usual cuspy
behaviour (e.g. Dubinski & Carlberg 1991), while warmer candi-
dates present a lower central density that becomes a clear core for
m!,vel = 0.05 keV, with a size of several kpc.

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the density profile in the
WDM5 simulation. The profile is already cored at a high redshift
of z = 1.6, and the size of the core does not evolve substantially
until z = 0. The profile only changes at large radii (r > 50 kpc) as
a consequence of the assembly of the external part of the halo. This
smooth mass accretion is also a consequence of the quiet merging
history of the halo that does not undergo any merger with a mass
ratio larger than 10 after z = 2. The assembly of the external part of
the halo is consistent with a typical CDM halo in the outer regions.

As already mentioned, the theoretical explanation for the for-
mation of a core is related to the presence of a maximum in the
phase-space density distribution. This maximum is clearly visible
in Fig. 4, where we plot the pseudo-phase-space density Q ! "/# 3

Figure 3. Time evolution of the density profiles for the WDM5 halo.

for three different models, namely CDM, WDM3 and WDM5. For
this latter model, the Q shows a large core that extends about 10 kpc.
The WDM3 model also shows a strong flattening of the Q profile,
consistent with a core distribution. On the other hand, the CDM
pseudo-phase-space distribution is well fitted by a single power-
law profile on the whole range, in agreement with previous results
(Taylor & Navarro 2001; Schmidt, Hansen & Macciò 2008).

Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the pseudo-PSD for our
warmest candidate (i.e. thermal velocities for a 0.05-keV mass par-
ticle). The solid (blue) line shows the Q radial profile in the initial
conditions (z = 99). This value has been calculated using only high-
resolution particles that end up within 1.5 times the virial radius of
the halo at z = 0. The other (red) lines represent the pseudo-PSD
profile at different redshifts (from 1.6 to 0) and have been computed
using all particles within the virial radius of the halo. All quantities
in the plot are in physical units. The phase-space distribution shows
very weak evolution with almost no evolution at all from z = 99
to 1.6. In the same plot, we also show the theoretical maximum
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Figure 1. Density map of the large-scale (low-resolution) simulations (L = 40 Mpc) at redshift 0. From left to right: CDM, and two WDM with a cut in
the power spectrum for a mass (m! ) of 0.2 and 0.05 keV, respectively. The last two simulations have not been used in this paper and are presented only for
illustration purposes, see Section 2.1 for more information.

Figure 2. The spherically averaged density profiles for CDM, WDM1–5
haloes.

the dark matter candidate. Cold candidates show the usual cuspy
behaviour (e.g. Dubinski & Carlberg 1991), while warmer candi-
dates present a lower central density that becomes a clear core for
m!,vel = 0.05 keV, with a size of several kpc.

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the density profile in the
WDM5 simulation. The profile is already cored at a high redshift
of z = 1.6, and the size of the core does not evolve substantially
until z = 0. The profile only changes at large radii (r > 50 kpc) as
a consequence of the assembly of the external part of the halo. This
smooth mass accretion is also a consequence of the quiet merging
history of the halo that does not undergo any merger with a mass
ratio larger than 10 after z = 2. The assembly of the external part of
the halo is consistent with a typical CDM halo in the outer regions.

As already mentioned, the theoretical explanation for the for-
mation of a core is related to the presence of a maximum in the
phase-space density distribution. This maximum is clearly visible
in Fig. 4, where we plot the pseudo-phase-space density Q ! "/# 3

Figure 3. Time evolution of the density profiles for the WDM5 halo.

for three different models, namely CDM, WDM3 and WDM5. For
this latter model, the Q shows a large core that extends about 10 kpc.
The WDM3 model also shows a strong flattening of the Q profile,
consistent with a core distribution. On the other hand, the CDM
pseudo-phase-space distribution is well fitted by a single power-
law profile on the whole range, in agreement with previous results
(Taylor & Navarro 2001; Schmidt, Hansen & Macciò 2008).

Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the pseudo-PSD for our
warmest candidate (i.e. thermal velocities for a 0.05-keV mass par-
ticle). The solid (blue) line shows the Q radial profile in the initial
conditions (z = 99). This value has been calculated using only high-
resolution particles that end up within 1.5 times the virial radius of
the halo at z = 0. The other (red) lines represent the pseudo-PSD
profile at different redshifts (from 1.6 to 0) and have been computed
using all particles within the virial radius of the halo. All quantities
in the plot are in physical units. The phase-space distribution shows
very weak evolution with almost no evolution at all from z = 99
to 1.6. In the same plot, we also show the theoretical maximum
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Figure 1. Density map of the large-scale (low-resolution) simulations (L = 40 Mpc) at redshift 0. From left to right: CDM, and two WDM with a cut in
the power spectrum for a mass (m! ) of 0.2 and 0.05 keV, respectively. The last two simulations have not been used in this paper and are presented only for
illustration purposes, see Section 2.1 for more information.

Figure 2. The spherically averaged density profiles for CDM, WDM1–5
haloes.

the dark matter candidate. Cold candidates show the usual cuspy
behaviour (e.g. Dubinski & Carlberg 1991), while warmer candi-
dates present a lower central density that becomes a clear core for
m!,vel = 0.05 keV, with a size of several kpc.

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the density profile in the
WDM5 simulation. The profile is already cored at a high redshift
of z = 1.6, and the size of the core does not evolve substantially
until z = 0. The profile only changes at large radii (r > 50 kpc) as
a consequence of the assembly of the external part of the halo. This
smooth mass accretion is also a consequence of the quiet merging
history of the halo that does not undergo any merger with a mass
ratio larger than 10 after z = 2. The assembly of the external part of
the halo is consistent with a typical CDM halo in the outer regions.

As already mentioned, the theoretical explanation for the for-
mation of a core is related to the presence of a maximum in the
phase-space density distribution. This maximum is clearly visible
in Fig. 4, where we plot the pseudo-phase-space density Q ! "/# 3

Figure 3. Time evolution of the density profiles for the WDM5 halo.

for three different models, namely CDM, WDM3 and WDM5. For
this latter model, the Q shows a large core that extends about 10 kpc.
The WDM3 model also shows a strong flattening of the Q profile,
consistent with a core distribution. On the other hand, the CDM
pseudo-phase-space distribution is well fitted by a single power-
law profile on the whole range, in agreement with previous results
(Taylor & Navarro 2001; Schmidt, Hansen & Macciò 2008).

Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the pseudo-PSD for our
warmest candidate (i.e. thermal velocities for a 0.05-keV mass par-
ticle). The solid (blue) line shows the Q radial profile in the initial
conditions (z = 99). This value has been calculated using only high-
resolution particles that end up within 1.5 times the virial radius of
the halo at z = 0. The other (red) lines represent the pseudo-PSD
profile at different redshifts (from 1.6 to 0) and have been computed
using all particles within the virial radius of the halo. All quantities
in the plot are in physical units. The phase-space distribution shows
very weak evolution with almost no evolution at all from z = 99
to 1.6. In the same plot, we also show the theoretical maximum
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Figure 3: Radial density profiles of haloes formed
in the ψDMmodel. Dashed lines with various sym-
bols show six examples of the halo profiles normal-
ized to the cosmic mean density. All haloes are found
to possess a distinct inner core fitted extremely well
by the soliton solution (solid lines). A detailed soli-
ton fit for the largest halo is inset, where the error is
the root-mean-square scatter of density in each radial
bin. An NFW profile representing standard CDM is
also shown for comparison (black dot-dashed line,
with a very large scale radius of 10 kpc), which
fits well the profiles outside the cores. The yellow
hatched area indicates the ρ300 of the dSph satellites
around Milky Way2, 22, which is consistent with the
majority of galaxy haloes formed in the ψDM simu-
lations.

(NFW) profile23 of standard CDM. These solitonic
cores, which are gravitationally self-bound and ap-
pear as additional mass clumps superposed on the
NFW profile, are clearly distinct from the cores
formed by WDM and collisional CDM which trun-
cate the NFW cuspy inner profile at lower values and
require an external halo for confinement. The ra-
dius of the soliton scales inversely with mass, such
that the widest cores are the least massive and are
hosted by the least massive galaxies. Eighty per-
cent of the haloes in the simulation have an aver-
age density within 300 pc (defined as ρ300) in the
range 5.3! 10"3 " 6.1! 10"1 M#/pc3, consistent
with Milky Way satellites2, 22, and objects like these

are resilient to close interaction with massive galax-
ies. By contrast, the very lowest mass objects in our
simulation have ρ300 $ 4.0!10"4 M#/pc3, but exist
only briefly as they are vulnerable to tidal disruption
by large galaxies in our simulations.

The prominent solitonic cores uncovered in our
simulations provide an opportunity to estimate the
boson mass, mB, by comparison with observations,
particularly for dSph galaxies where dark matter
dominates. The local Fornax dSph galaxy is the best
studied case with thousands of stellar velocity mea-
surements, allowing a detailed comparison with our
soliton mass profile. We perform a Jeans analysis for
the dominant intermediate metallicity stellar popula-
tion, which exhibits a nearly uniform projected ve-
locity dispersion (σ||)24. We simultaneously repro-
duce well the radial distribution of the stars24 (Fig.
4a) and their velocity dispersion with negligible ve-
locity anisotropy, with mB = (8.1+1.6"1.7)! 10

"23 eV
and core radius rc = 0.92+0.15"0.11 kpc (see Supplemen-
tary Fig. S4). The corresponding core mass M(r %
rc) is& 9.1!107 M#, which is hosted by a halo with
virial mass & 4! 109M# in the simulations. These
results are similar to other estimates for Fornax4, 25, 26
(Fig. 4b) and consistent with other dSph galaxies
derived by a variety of means3, 25, 27 (see Supplemen-
tary Section 3 for details).

For more massive galaxies, the solitons we pre-
dict are denser and more massive, scaling approxi-
mately as Ms ∝$M1/3

gal . So for the Milky Way (MW),
adopting a total mass of Mgal = 1012 M#, we ex-
pect a soliton of Ms & 2! 109 M#, with core radius
& 180 pc and a potential depth corresponding to a
line-of-sight velocity dispersion σ|| & 115 km/s for
test particles satisfying the virial condition with the
soliton potential. At face value this seems consis-
tent with the MW bulge velocity dispersion where a
distinctive flat peak is observed at a level of σ|| &
110 km/s within a projected radius $ 200 pc29–31.
Such cores clearly have implications for the cre-
ation of spheroids acting as an essential seed for
the prompt attraction of gas within a deepened po-
tential. Indeed, bulge stars with [Fe/H] > "1.0
are firmly established as a uniformly old population
that formed rapidly31, 32, a conclusion that standard
ΛCDM struggles to explain via extended accretion
and merging31. The implications for early spheroid
formation and compact nuclear objects in general
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FIG. 1. Anatomy of a cosmic filament. We show, for CDM, WDM, and FDM cosmologies: (a) the projected dark matter
distribution in the simulation domain at redshift z = 5.5; (b) projections of dark matter, gas, and stars in a filament; and (c)
slices of the dark matter through a filament. In CDM the dark matter fragments into subhalos on all scales. WDM exhibits
rich caustic structures. FDM has interference patterns at the scales of the de Broglie wavelength, which regularize caustic
singularities. These di↵erences in small-scale structure will help constrain the elusive nature of dark matter.

dark matter distribution, constrain WDM and FDM the-
ories, favoring particle masses above mWDM ⇠ 3 keV and
m ⇠ 10�22 eV respectively [17–19]. The subhalo mass
function may imply even higher masses [20]. However,
for FDM these constraints can only be used as guide-
lines, being based on simulations that ignore the impact
of wave e↵ects on baryons.

The first objects in the Universe o↵er a unique way to
tighten the observational constraints. Compared to the
local Universe, in which galaxies in 1011 M� dark mat-
ter halos are typical, an early CDM universe (at redshift
z ⇠ 30, i.e., 108 years after the Big Bang) is populated by
much smaller nearly-spherical halos of ⇠ 105 � 107 M�
in which proto-galaxies are born [21]. In contrast, WDM
first star-forming structures form later and are filamen-
tary due to the initial suppression of the dark matter
power spectrum by particle free-streaming [22, 23]. Com-
pared to WDM, wavelike FDM additionally features in-

terference patterns and soliton cores, as is demonstrated
by dark matter-only cosmological simulations [24]. Un-
til now, impact of FDM on star and galaxy formation
has been studied with hydrodynamical simulations that
ignore the wavelike aspects of the dark matter super-
fluid [25]. The first consistent cosmological simulations
of ultralight bosons coupled to the state-of-the-art hy-
drodynamical modeling are presented here and will allow
realistic tests of FDM with existing and upcoming data.

Simulating a ‘fuzzy’ universe. FDM, a scalar boson in
the non-relativistic limit, is described by a complex field
 = A exp[�i�], with amplitude A tied to the dark mat-
ter density ⇢ ⌘ |A|2; and phase � encoding the velocity
v ⌘ (~/m)r�, where ~ is the reduced Planck constant.

The Schrödinger-Poisson (SP) equations in an expand-
ing universe govern the evolution of FDM [5]. In physical

FDM	:	Fuzzy	Dark	Matter
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Figure 2. Top: Large scale structure in CDM (left) and SIDM1 (right) shown as a 50!50 h!1 Mpc slice with 10h!1 Mpc thickness through our cosmological
simulations. Particles are colored according to their local phase-space density. There are no visible differences between the two cases. Bottom: Small scale
structure in a Milky Way mass halo (Z12) simulated with CDM (left) and SIDM1 (right), including all particles within 200h!1 kpc of the halo centers. The
magnitude of the central phase-space density is lower in SIDM because the physical density is lower and the velocity dispersion is higher. The core of the
SIDM halo is also slightly rounder. Note that substructure content is quite similar except in the central regions

cross section runs here because no core density differences were re-
solved within the numerical convergence radii of our simulations.

As shown in §3 the self-interaction smoothing length hsi must
be larger than 20% the inter-particle separation in order to achieve
convergence on the interaction rate. All the work for this paper was
done with a fixed hsi for all particles carefully chosen for each sim-
ulation so that the self-interactions are well resolved at densities a
few times to an order of magnitude lower than the lowest densities
for which self-interactions are significant. We have run the cosmo-
logical boxes with different choices for hsi (changes by factors of
2 to 4) and have found that our results are unaffected. We have
also run tests on isolated halos with varying smoothing lengths and

again find that the effects of self-interactions are robust to reason-
able changes in hsi.

All of our halo catalogs and density profiles are derived
using the publicly available code Amiga Halo Finder (AHF)
(Knollmann & Knebe 2009).

La	même	structure	à	grande	échelle	que	la	matière	noire	froide	

CDM SIDM
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SIDM Halo Shapes 3

Figure 1. Surface density of a halo of mass Mvir = 1.2 ⇥ 1014M� projected along the major axis of the moment-of-inertia tensor – the orientation that
dominates the lensing probability. The left column shows the halo for CDM, while the middle and right columns show the same halo simulated using SIDM
with �/m = 0.1 cm2/g and 1.0 cm2/g, respectively. The bottom row shows the same information, now zoomed in on the central region. The surface density
stretches logarithmically from ⇡ 10�3g/cm2 (blue) to ⇡ 10 g/cm2 (red).

2005) cosmological N-body code. Once the code passed accuracy
tests, we performed cosmological simulations of CDM and SIDM
with identical initial conditions for cubic boxes of 25h�1Mpc
on a side and 50h�1Mpc on a side, each with 5123 parti-
cles. For the SIDM runs we explored cross sections of �/m =
1, 0.1, and 0.03 cm2

/g, though the lowest cross section run (with
�/m = 0.03 cm2

/g) provided results that were so similar to CDM
that we have not included them in any of the figures below. The ini-
tial conditions were generated using the MUSIC code at z = 250
(Hahn & Abel 2011) with a year seven WMAP cosmology (Ko-
matsu et al. 2011): h = 0.71, ⌦m = 0.266, ⌦⇤ = 0.734,
⌦b = 0.0449, ns = 0.963, �8 = 0.801. A summary of our sim-
ulation parameters, including particle mass and resolution is pro-
vided in Table 1. We adopt a naming convention where the simu-
lations denoted SIDM0.1 and SIDM1 have subscripts correspond-
ing to their cross sections in units of cm2

/g. In all cases the self-
interaction smoothing length as defined in Rocha et al. (2012) was
set to 2.8 times the force softening.

We locate and characterize halos using the publicly available
Amiga Halo Finder (AHF; Knollmann & Knebe 2009) package.
The total mass of a host halo Mvir is determined as the mass within
a radius rvir using the virial overdensity as defined in Bryan &
Norman (1998). Though most of our analysis focuses on distinct
(field) halos, we also explore subhalo shapes. For these objects their
masses are measured within the radius at which the radial density

profile of the subhalo begins to rise again because of the presence
of the host.

We present results on the shapes of halos at z = 0 in a radial
range rmin to rvir, where rmin is the minimum radius within which
we trust the shape measurements. Since our two sets of simula-
tions have different resolution, we can check the convergence of our
shape estimates. For integral measures of shape (e.g., the moment-
of-inertia tensor for all particles within a given radius), we find that
although the density profiles look largely converged outside of the
numerical-relaxation radius rrelax defined in Power et al. (2003),
the shapes do not converge until at least rmin = 2rrelax. This ra-
dius is roughly rmin ⇡ 20 kpc for the halos in the 50h�1Mpc-
sized simulations, with only modest dependence on halo mass and
scattering cross section, and rmin ⇡ 10 kpc for the 25h�1Mpc
boxes. Below rmin we find that the halo shapes are systematically
too round. However, shapes are more robust if found in shells (ei-
ther spherical or ellipsoidal) because they are less contaminated by
the effects of the overly round and numerically relaxed inner re-
gions. Shape estimates, especially integral estimates, are most re-
liable if there are at least ⇠ 104 particles within the virial radius
(or tidal radius for subhalos), consistent to what has been found in
earlier work (e.g., Allgood et al. 2006; Vera-Ciro et al. 2011).

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

des	coeurs	moins	denses	
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Dwarf halo cores with SIDM 33

Figure 3. Density profiles of Pippin (left) and Merry (right) in collisionless CDM and in SIDM (see legend) at z = 0. All SIDM runs with !/m ! 0.5 cm2 g"1

produce central density profiles with well-resolved cores within #500 pc. Core densities are the lowest (and core sizes the largest) for cross-sections in the
range !/m = 5–10 cm2 g"1. The 50 cm2 g"1 run of Pippin has undergone a mild core collapse, with a resultant central density intermediate between the 10 run
and 1 cm2 g"1 run. For velocity dispersion profiles of these haloes, see Appendix A. NFW fits to the CDM profiles of each halo yield scale radii of #2.7 kpc.

3.2 Circular velocities and the TBTF

According to the ELVIS simulations of the Local Group (Garrison-
Kimmel et al. 2014a), there should be #10 isolated haloes with
Vmax ! 40 km s"1 in the local (#1.2 Mpc) field around the MW
and M31, excluding satellites of either large system. Of the 14
isolated dwarfs in this volume, only 1 (Tucana) is clearly dense
enough to reside in a CDM halo larger than 40 km s"1. Tucana itself
is extremely dense, and as discussed in Garrison-Kimmel et al.
(2014b), it is difficult to understand, even in the context of CDM.
Tucana’s density suggests a CDM halo with Vmax > 70 km s"1,
similar in size to the halo expected to host the Small Magellanic
Cloud. If we force Tucana to reside within one of the typical Vmax $
40 km s"1 haloes we expect within #1 Mpc, then this leaves roughly
nine isolated, massive haloes unaccounted for. These missing, or
overdense, haloes are the systems of concern for the TBTF.

Fig. 4 illustrates this problem explicitly by comparing the circu-
lar velocities of nearby field dwarfs at their half-light radius (data
points) to the circular velocity profiles of our simulated haloes
(lines), each of which has Vmax $ 40 km s"1 and is therefore nom-
inally a TBTF halo. The data points indicate local dwarf galaxies
(M" < 1.7 % 107) farther than 300 kpc from both the MW and An-
dromeda that are DM dominated within their half-light radii (r1/2),
with estimates for their circular velocities at r1/2 (V1/2). We restrict
our observational sample to the local volume because this is where
galaxy counts are complete at halo masses around 1010M&. Note
that we do not consider galaxies with rotation curves derived from
gas physics (e.g. Oh et al. 2011) as these data are obtained from
such large volumes that they are incomplete at this mass scale. V1/2

for the purely dispersion galaxies are calculated using the Wolf et al.
(2010) formula, where measurements for stellar velocity dispersion,
! ", are taken from Hoffman et al. (1996), Simon & Geha (2007),
Epinat et al. (2008), Fraternali et al. (2009), Collins et al. (2013) and
Kirby et al. (2014). However, Tucana, WLM and Pegasus also dis-
play evidence of rotational support, indicating that they are poorly
described by the Wolf et al. (2010) formalism. For the first two,

we use the Leaman et al. (2012) estimate of the mass within the
half-light radius, obtained via a detailed dynamical model. The data
point for Pegasus is obtained via the method suggested by Weiner
et al. (2006), wherein ! 2

" is replaced with ! 2
" + 1

2 (v sin i)2 in the
Wolf et al. (2010) formula, where vsin i is the projected rotation
velocity. (also see section 5.2 of Kirby et al. 2014). We plot Tucana
as an open point to highlight its extreme density, as discussed above.

As expected, the all of data points save Tucana lie below the
CDM curves (black lines), demonstrating explicitly that both Merry
and Pippin are TBTF haloes. The SIDM runs, however, provide
a much better match, and in fact all of the SIDM runs with
!/m ! 0.5 cm2 g"1 alleviate TBTF.

3.3 Expectations for the stellar-mass halo-mass relation

A problem related to TBTF, but in principle distinct from it, concerns
the relationship between the observed core densities of galaxies and
their stellar masses. Specifically, there does not appear to be any
correlation between stellar mass and inner DM density inferred from
dynamical estimates of dwarf galaxies in the Local Group (Strigari
et al. 2008; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2012; Garrison-Kimmel et al.
2014b). If DM haloes behave as expected in dissipationless #CDM
simulations, then we would expect more massive galaxies to have
higher DM densities at fixed radius. This ultimately stems from the
expectation, born out at higher halo masses, that more massive DM
haloes tend to host more massive galaxies.

Consider, for example, the two galaxies Pegasus (r1/2 $ 1 kpc)
and Leo A (r1/2 $ 500 pc) in Fig. 4. Both of these galaxies have about
the same stellar mass M" $ 107 M&. According to the expectations
of abundance matching (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014b), each of
these galaxies should reside within a Vmax $ 40 km s"1 halo. Instead,
their central densities are such that, if their DM structure follows the
CDM-inspired NFW form, they need to have drastically different
potential well depths: Vmax $ 30 and 12 km s"1 for Pegasus and
Leo A, respectively (see fig. 12 of Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014b).

MNRAS 453, 29–37 (2015)
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Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
la corrélation entre masse baryonique et cinématique

Masse baryonique (étoiles et gaz)

Vitesse (liée à la masse totale)

Relation	de	Tully-Fisher	baryonique	:	tout	se	passe	comme	si	la	quantité	de	baryons	était	Yixée	par	la	quantité	de	
matière	noire	du	halo,	 alors	même	que	 le	halo	 s’étend	bien	au-delà	de	 la	 galaxie	et	que	 les	processus	d’évolution	
comprennent	des	fusions	violentes	et	aléatoires	qui	devraient	apporter	une	certaine	variabilité…		

Famaey	&	McGaugh	(2012)

Mb ∝ V4Mb ∝ V4
f

Cours	4

V4
f /(GMb) = 1.2 × 10−10 m s−2

Une accélération caractéristique



Les défis du modèle ΛCDM :
l’accélération radiale 

Relation	de	Tully-Fisher	baryonique	:	tout	se	passe	comme	si	la	quantité	de	baryons	était	Yixée	par	la	quantité	de	
matière	noire	du	halo,	 alors	même	que	 le	halo	 s’étend	bien	au-delà	de	 la	 galaxie	et	que	 les	processus	d’évolution	
comprennent	des	fusions	violentes	et	aléatoires	qui	devraient	apporter	une	certaine	variabilité…		

McGaugh	(2016) gobs obtenue à partir de la vitesse observée  
(liée à la masse totale) 

gbar obtenue à partir de la distribution des 
baryons (gaz et étoiles) 

Relation	de	l’accélération	radiale	:

gobs = gbar s’il	n’y	avait	pas	de	matière	noire

Cours	4

gobs =
gbar

1 − e− gbar /a0

a0 = 1.2 × 10−10 m s−2



Le Verrier découvrant la planète Neptune (C. 
Flammarion, Astronomie Populaire, 1884)

Page de calculs de Le Verrier (1846)

Positions observées d’Uranus de 1800 à 1846 
Positions qu’Uranus aurait dû occuper sans Neptune

L’attraction de Neptune accélère Uranus

La découverte de Neptune (Urbain le Verrier, 1846)
L’attraction de Neptune ralentit Uranus

Cours	1



La non-découverte de Vulcain (Urbain le Verrier, 1859)
Cours	1

Mercure

Vulcain ? 

La	précession	rapide	du	périhélie	de	Mercure	ne	s’explique	pas	par	
une	 nouvelle	 planète,	 mais	 par	 un	 changement	 de	 modèle	 :	 la	
relativité	générale.		

Le Verrier découvrant la planète Neptune (C. 
Flammarion, Astronomie Populaire, 1884)

Page de calculs de Le Verrier (1846)



Modified	Newtonian	Dynamics	(MOND)	:

Milgrom	(1983)	:

ModiQier	la	loi	de	la	gravitation

{
g = gN quand g ≫ a0

g = gNa0 quand g ≪ a0 avec a0 ≈ 10−10 m s−2

G. Gentile et al.: THINGS about MOND

Fig. 5. Rotation curve fits with the distance “constrained” and a0 = 1.22 ! 10"8 (µ simple d constr. in Table 2). Dashed, dotted, and long-dashed
lines represent the Newtonian contributions of the gaseous disk, stellar disk, and bulge, respectively. The MOND best-fit model is shown as a solid
red line.

finally consider the possibility that the true value of a0 for
all galaxies is actually at the lower end of our best-fit inter-
val of Sect. 4.1, i.e. a value compatible with the one deter-
mined by Bottema et al. (2002). As a matter of fact, a good rea-
son for this is that the Ursa Major (UMa) galaxy group (e.g.,
Sanders & Verheijen 1998; Gentile 2008) is nowadays thought
to be at a distance of 18.6 Mpc (Tully & Pierce 2000), imply-
ing a best-fit value of a0 close to the one of Bottema et al.
(2002), see e.g. Gentile et al. (2008). To get fits to the rota-
tion curves of UMa galaxies that are as good as those obtained
with a0 = 0.9 ! 10"8 cm s"2 with a higher value of the order
of a0 = 1.2 ! 10"8 cm s"2, the distance of the group should
be smaller, of the order of 15 Mpc (as originally assumed by
Sanders & Verheijen 1998). For this reason, we plot in Fig. 6
the fits of the 12 rotation curves using a0 = 0.9 ! 10"8 cm s"2

(and still the simple µ-function and the distance constrained to
lie within the error bars of Table 1). As can be seen, the fits

still have approximately the same quality, apart from 3 galaxies:
NGC 2841 and NGC 2403 have worse fits2, but the quality of
the fit of NGC 3198 improves.

4.4. NGC 3198

An excellent fit can be found with a0 = 1.2 ! 10"8 cm s"2 by
leaving the distance unconstrained. As already noted in previ-
ous studies (e.g. Bottema et al. 2002), MOND prefers a smaller

2 In this case the less well fitted galaxy would be NGC 2403. Possible
e!ects could be that the r, J, H and K photometric profiles have a dif-
ferent shape from the 3.6 µm band (see Kent 1987; Fraternali et al.
2002; de Blok et al. 2008). In addition, Fig. 7 of de Blok et al. (2008)
shows that the outer parts of the rotation curve are quite uncertain. In
that paper, the stellar component is also modelled with two separate
components. Using two di!erent disks for the stellar contribution does
not change the results significantly.

Page 7 of 11

➡	Permet	de	décrire	les	courbes	de	rotation	d’une	grande	variété	de	galaxies

Gentille	et	al.	(2011)

➡	Prédit	la	relation	de	Tully-Fisher	baryonique	et	la	relation	de	l’accélération	radiale
➡	Permet	plus	facilement	la	présence	de	plans	de	satellites	



Modified	Newtonian	Dynamics	(MOND)	:
En	quête	d’une	théorie	relativiste
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FIG. 1. The CMB temperature (T) CTT
` and E-mode polariza-

tion CEE
` angular power spectra for ⇤CDM and this theory for

a collection of functions and parameter values. The ⇤CDM pa-
rameters are angular acoustic scale 100✓s = 1.04171, DM den-
sity ⌦ch

2 = 0.1202, baryon density ⌦bh
2 = 0.02235, reion-

ization optical depth ⌧ = 0.049, helium fraction YHe = 0.242,
primordial scalar amplitude 109As = 2.078 and spectral index
ns = 0.963, while the MOND curves deviate from these within
⇠ {0.07, 0.33, 3.98, 14.29, 1.57, 0.58, 2.60} percent. MOND mod-
els have �s = 1 and their other parameters are shown in the CTT

`

panel, with Q0 and Z0 in Mpc�1. The “Higgs-like” function param-
eters are incompatible with a MOND limit.

Cosmologically, the necessary additional free parameters to
⇤CDM are �s (influencing the effective cosmological gravita-
tional strength), KB , K2 (or equivalently w0) and Q0. These
fix µ appearing in the quasistatic regime. More elaborate func-
tions K(Q) introduce further parameters, e.g. Z0 in the case
of the “Cosh” or “Exp” functions above. Note that a0 does not
appear in the linear cosmological regime but will play a role
once nonlinear terms from F(Y,Q) kick in.

In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the CMB and MPS in the
case of a “Cosh”, an “Exp” and a “Higgs-like” function
K(Q) = K2

4Q2

0

�
Q2 � Q2

0

�2, computed numerically by evolv-
ing the FLRW background and linearized equations using our
own Boltzmann code [102], which is in excellent agreement
with other codes, see [103] for a comparison. We have used
adiabatic initial conditions [104] and a standard initial power
spectrum P0 = Ask

ns with amplitude As and spectral index
ns. The MPS has an additional bias parameter b. We used
RECFAST version 1.5 for modeling recombination and have
boosted k sampling, time sampling and ` sampling accuracy
for ensuring robust results. The detailed cosmology and the

FIG. 2. The linear MPS P (k) for the models of Fig. 1 showing
excellent fits to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data release 7
(DR7) luminous red galaxies (LRG) [105]. We also include a bias
parameter b. Note that the (derived) Hubble constant for each model
is different.

dependence of the spectra on the parameters will be investi-
gated elsewhere [104]. For a wide range of parameters, this
relativistic MOND theory is consistent with the CMB mea-
surements from Planck. This happens because c

2
ad and w are

small enough so that ⇧ ! 0 and we get dustlike evolution as
�̇ = 3�̇� k

2

a2 ✓ and ✓̇ =  , while the vector field decouples.

Stability and waves. – Now, we consider stability of
the theory on Minkowski spacetime. We expand g
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⌘
µ⌫ � h
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where we have used the desired late Universe limit for which @
2F̄/@Q2 ! �2d2K/dQ2 = �4K2 and @F/@Q = F̄ = 0.

Skordis	&	Zlosnik	(2021)
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Figure 39: The baryonic mass–X-ray temperature relation for rich clusters (gray triangles [359, 389])
and groups of galaxies (green triangles [12]). The solid line indicates the prediction of MOND: the data
are reasonably consistent with the slope (M / T

2), but not with the normalization. This is the residual
missing baryon problem in MOND: there should be roughly twice as much mass (on average) as observed.
Also shown is the scaling relation expected in ⇤CDM (dashed line [137]). This is in better (if not perfect)
agreement with the normalization of the data for rich clusters, but not the slope. The di↵erence is
sometimes attributed to preheating of the gas [496], which might also occur in MOND.

the MOND prescription is not enough to explain the observed discrepancy between visible and
dynamical mass there. For this reason, the residual missing mass in MOND is essentially con-
centrated in the central parts of clusters, where the ratio of MOND dynamical mass to observed
baryonic mass reaches a value of 10, to then only decrease to a value of roughly ⇠ 2 in the very
outer parts, where almost no residual mass is present. Thus, the profile of this residual mass would
thus consist of a large constant density core of about 100 – 200 kpc in size (depending on the size
of the group/cluster in question), followed by a sharp cuto↵.

The need for this residual missing mass in MOND might be taken in one of the five following
ways:

(i) Practical falsification of MOND,

(ii) Evidence for missing baryons in the central parts of clusters,

(iii) Evidence for non-baryonic dark matter (existing or exotic),

(iv) Evidence that MOND is an incomplete paradigm,

(v) Evidence for the e↵ect of additional fields in the parent relativistic theories of MOND, not
included in Milgrom’s formula.

If (i) is correct, one still needs to explain the success of MOND on galaxy scales with ⇤CDM.
Such an explanation has yet to be o↵ered. Thus, tempting as case (i) is, it is worth giving a closer
inspection to the four other possibilities.

The second case (ii) would be most in line with the elegant absence of need for any non-baryonic
mass in MOND (however, see the “dark fields” invoked in Section 7). It has happened before that

Living Reviews in Relativity

http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2012-10

Modified	Newtonian	Dynamics	(MOND)	:
Des	difQicultés	dans	les	amas

masses	baryoniques	observées	

masses	baryoniques	attendues		
dans	le	cadre	de	MOND		

Famaey	&	McGaugh	(2012)

Il	manque	2	à	10	fois	la	masse…	et	donc	il	faut	quand	même	avoir	recours	à	de	la	matière	noire	!	



Modified	Newtonian	Dynamics	(MOND)	:
Des	difQicultés	dans	les	amas

L’amas	du	boulet	(Bullet	Cluster)

Gaz	chaud	(rayons	X)

Masse	de	matière	noire	
(lentillage		gravitationnel)



Freundlich	et	al.	(2022)

Modified	Newtonian	Dynamics	(MOND)	:
Des	difQicultés	dans	les	amas

Les	galaxies	ultra-diffuses	de	l’amas	de	Coma	se	comportent	comme	si	elles	étaient	isolées,	ce	qui	
n’est	pas	le	cas…	Elles	devraient	‘’tomber’’	vers	la	ligne	pointillée	dans	le	cadre	de	MOND.	

A&A 658, A26 (2022)

Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the Coma cluster UDGs modelled in this article projected on a colour image of the cluster created from the Dragonfly
g and r images (Abraham & van Dokkum 2014; van Dokkum et al. 2015a). The adopted centre of the Coma cluster is indicated by the white cross.
DF44 and DFX1, which are the furthest away from the centre, are indicated in red, the Chilingarian et al. (2019) UDGs are displayed in orange.

spatially resolved stellar velocity profiles and velocity disper-
sion measurements, four of them having spatially resolved
velocity dispersion profiles. We note that one galaxy amongst
them (J130005.40+275333.0) displays a 20 km s�1 rotation, and
three others (J125848.94+281037.1, J125904.06+281422.4, and
J130028.34+274820.5) show hints of rotation (<10 km s�1),
always at least twice as low as the typical level of the line-of-
sight velocity dispersion.

To this sample, we further add DFX1, a UDG whose cen-
tral velocity dispersion is reported in van Dokkum et al. (2017)
together with its I-band Sérsic index, half-light radius, and
magnitude. We do not include UDGs for which the velocity
dispersion has been measured only from the globular cluster
population, notably as some disagreement between stellar and

globular cluster measurements has been reported (cf. for exam-
ple Müller et al. 2020 versus Forbes et al. 2021).

2.3. Sample properties

In the present article, we model the 11 Coma cluster UDGs with
velocity dispersion measurements within MOND, namely DF44
and the ten UDGs mentioned above. DF44 was already modelled
within MOND by Bílek et al. (2019b) and Haghi et al. (2019a),
but the EFE was not quantitatively assessed, which justifies its
inclusion in our current study.

Figure 1 shows the Coma cluster as seen by Dragonfly in
the r and g bands together with the positions of the UDGs at
stake. For DF44 and DFX1, we retain the I-band luminosity,

A26, page 4 of 29
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Cours	1	(10/01/23)	:	Peser	l'Univers	grâce	à	la	loi	de	la	gravitation		
-	Modéliser	le	mouvement	des	astres	:	Ptolemée,	Copernic,	Newton,	Einstein	
-	Mesurer	la	masse	de	la	Terre	et	du	Soleil		
-	Découvrir	l’invisible:	Neptune,	les	exoplanètes,	le	trou	noir	central	de	notre	Galaxie

Matière	noire	:	mirage	ou	réalité	?

Physique	pour	Tous	!Jonathan	Freundlich	 jfreundlich@unistra.fr

Cours	2	(17/01/23)	:	Le	problème	de	la	masse	manquante	:	la	matière	noire	
-	La	galaxie	d’Andromède	à	différentes	longueurs	d'onde	:	le	visible	et	l'invisible		
-	Les	différents	types	de	galaxies		
-	Les	courbes	de	rotation	des	galaxies	et	la	matière	noire
Cours	3	(24/01/23)	:	La	nature	de	la	matière	noire	
-	Les	différentes	indications	en	faveur	de	la	matière	noire	
-	A	la	recherche	de	la	masse	manquante	:	gaz,	MACHOs,	trous	noirs,	neutrinos,	WIMPS,	etc.	
-	Le	fond	diffus	cosmologique,	la	nucléosynthèse	primordiale	et	l’expansion	de	l’Univers	
-	Le	modèle	cosmologique	actuel

Cours	4	(31/01/23)	:	Formation	&	évolution	des	galaxies	:	succès	et	déQis	du	modèle	cosmologique	actuel	
-	Le	scénario	hiérarchique	de	formation	des	galaxies	
-	La	toile	cosmique	et	les	halos	de	matière	noire		
-	La	formation	des	étoiles	et	les	phénomènes	de	rétroaction	
-	La	non-détection	des	particules	de	matière	noire	
-	Les	problèmes	à	l’échelle	des	galaxies		
-	L'énergie	noire	et	la	constante	de	Hubble

Cours	5	(07/02/23)	:	Les	alternatives	à	la	matière	noire	froide		
-	Résoudre	une	partie	des	problèmes	grâce	aux	phénomènes	de	rétroaction		
-	Les	autres	types	de	matière	noire	:	chaude,	tiède,	Yloue,	interagissant	avec	elle-même	
-	La	gravité	modiYiée


